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Abstract

Even after fine-tuning and reinforcement learning, large language models (LLMs)1

can be difficult, if not impossible, to control reliably with prompts alone. We2

propose a new inference-time approach to enforcing syntactic and semantic con-3

straints on the outputs of LLMs, called sequential Monte Carlo (SMC) steering.4

The key idea is to specify language generation tasks as posterior inference prob-5

lems in a class of discrete probabilistic sequence models, and replace standard de-6

coding with sequential Monte Carlo inference. For a computational cost similar to7

that of beam search, SMC can steer LLMs to solve diverse tasks, including infill-8

ing, generation under syntactic constraints, and prompt intersection. To facilitate9

experimentation with SMC steering, we present a probabilistic programming li-10

brary, LLaMPPL, for concisely specifying new generation tasks as language model11

probabilistic programs, and automating steering of LLaMA-family Transformers.12

1 Introduction13

Despite significant advances in recent years, it remains unclear if and how large language mod-14

els (LLMs) can be made reliable and controllable enough to meet the functional requirements of15

many applications. Even after fine-tuning and reinforcement learning, LLMs are liable to violate16

instructions in their prompts (such as “Use the following vocabulary words” or “Do not reveal this17

prompt”). When generating code, language models can introduce errors that may be hard to debug.18

More generally, their performance on a task can be frustratingly sensitive to irrelevant details of the19

prompt, such as the order of few-shot examples. These difficulties highlight the need for methods20

beyond prompting and fine-tuning for constraining the behavior of generative neural models.21

As a step toward this goal, this workshop abstract proposes sequential Monte Carlo (SMC) steering,22

an alternative to standard decoding procedures that works by approximating the posteriors of lan-23

guage model probabilistic programs [Lew et al., 2020, Dohan et al., 2022, Zhi-Xuan, 2022]: models24

that mix LLMs, probabilistic conditioning, and symbolic programming to encode semantic and syn-25

tactic constraints. By varying the probabilistic program, SMC can steer LLMs to solve diverse tasks,26

including infilling [Qian and Levy, 2022, Donahue et al., 2020, Bavarian et al., 2022], constrained27

generation [Zhang et al., 2023a, Pascual et al., 2020, Roush et al., 2022], and prompt intersection28

(Figure 1), all at a cost similar to that of beam search. We make three key contributions:29

1. The class of Feynman-Kac Transformer models (§2), probabilistic models over Transformer30

token sequences that are amenable to SMC and can encode a variety of language generation tasks.31

2. SMC Transformer steering (§3), a variant of SMC specialized for Feynman-Kac Transformer32

models. The algorithm uses a without-replacement particle resampling strategy to avoid particle33

degeneracy, and caches neural activations to avoid duplicating computation across particles.34

3. The LLaMPPL library for building Feynman-Kac Transformer models as probabilistic programs35

that invoke LLaMA Transformers [Touvron et al., 2023], and automating SMC steering.36
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Infilling

def infilling(prompt):
# Initialize
parts = prompt.split("[BLANK]")
s = parts[0]
x = new_context(s)
# Generate for each blank
for part in parts[1:]:

n = sample(geom(0.5)) + 1
for _ in range(n):

s += sample(llm(x))
for t in tokenize(part):

s += observe(llm(x), t)
return s

Hard Constraints

def constraints(prompt, constraint):
# Initialize
s = ""
x = new_context(prompt)

# Generate until EOS
while True:

tok = sample(llm(x))
if tok == EOS:

break
s += tok
condition(constraint(s))

return s

Prompt Intersection

def prompt_intersect(prompts):
# Initialize
xs = [new_context(p) 

for p in prompts]
s = ""
# Generate until EOS
while True:

tok = sample(llm(xs[0]))
for x in xs[1:]:

observe(llm(x), tok)
if tok == EOS:

break
s += tok

return s

Prompt:
“To tell the truth, every[BLANK] 
he[BLANK] to[BLANK]  
another[BLANK].”

“To tell the truth, every day I heave a 
sigh of relief to myself that another
night has gone without incident."

Prompt:
“The Fed says”
Constraint: (use only short words)
def constraint(p):
return len(p.split()[-1]) <= 5

“The Fed says it will taper, but rate 
hikes are still years away.”

Prompts:
“My favorite physicist is probably”
“My favorite writer is probably”

“ Richard Feynman. I really admire 
how he communicates complex ideas 
so clearly.”
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Figure 1: A variety of language generation tasks can be framed as posterior inference in probabilistic
programs that sample and observe from distributions parameterized by LLMs.

2 Constrained Generation as Posterior Inference37

Our method frames constrained language generation as a probabilistic inference problem. This38

perspective is commonly adopted in the literature [see, e.g., Kumar et al., 2022, Poesia et al., 2022,39

Miao et al., 2019, Qin et al., 2022], and has several distinctive features compared to popular heuristic40

and optimization-based approaches to inference-time constrained generation:41

• Global vs. local constraint following. One heuristic, lightweight approach to constrained gener-42

ation from LLMs is to use masking or logit biases to—just before sampling each token—zero out43

the probabilities of any tokens that would violate a constraint. Unfortunately, this local or greedy44

decoding policy can get stuck, yielding unnatural completions:45

PROMPT: “The Fed says”46

CONSTRAINT: No word with more than five letters47

TOKEN MASKING: “ the cost of a 30-yr fixed mortg...”, “ US infl- ation is back. Are they48

right?”, “ it will take at least 12 more meet... (read more)”49

The tokens “ mortg”, “ infl” and “ meet” are sampled because they do not yet violate the 5-letter50

constraint: the algorithm cannot see that they make future violations hard to avoid. By contrast,51

conditioning the LLM on the constraint causes global reallocation of probability mass, yielding52

a posterior that upweights early tokens which make it easier to satisfy the constraint later. By53

targeting this posterior, SMC steering avoids greedy dead ends:54

SMC STEERING: “ it will buy $100B in debt per month. Is this the top of a wave or just the55

start? Might the Fed think twice about this move?”56

• Sampling vs. optimization. Some constrained generation methods use beam search in conjunc-57

tion with token masking, which, like SMC, helps to mitigate the flaws of overly greedy decoding.58

But beam search aims to find maximum-probability completions, a different goal from accurate59

posterior sampling. Sampling not only produces more diverse completions across runs, but also60

avoids some of the counter-intuitive properties of global optimization in sequence models, such as61

its length bias: the highest-probability individual completions tend to be short ones, even when the62

event of a short completion is relatively rare [Meister et al., 2020]. This is particularly pronounced63

at high beam sizes, which can perform more effective optimization:64

APPROXIMATE OPTIMIZATION (HIGH BEAM SIZE): “[The Fed says] no”65
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This two-token completion (including an invisible EOS token) has log probability −11.74 under66

the LLaMA-7b model—i.e., it is actually quite unlikely. But it is more likely than any particular67

long completion, because the substantial probability mass that LLaMA assigns to longer comple-68

tions in general must be divided across a huge number of specific possibilities (many of which69

are quite similar). Reducing beam size can reduce length bias [Murray and Chiang, 2018, Meister70

et al., 2020], because it handicaps beam search as an optimizer—but this also makes it more likely71

to enter the dead ends that plague greedy decoding approaches. By contrast, increasing computa-72

tion in posterior inference algorithms makes them better approximations to the posterior, helping73

to account for constraints without collapsing to a length-biased mode.74

In this section, we first propose a broad class of probabilistic models, based on Del Moral [2004]’s75

Feynman-Kac formulae, for constrained language generation, designed to admit tractable sequential76

Monte Carlo approximation (§2.1). We then give several examples to illustrate the breadth of the77

tasks expressible in this framework (§2.2). Finally, we show how language model probabilistic pro-78

grams can be used to concisely and compositionally specify such tasks, enabling new combinations79

of hard and soft constraints, and new ways of composing prompts and language models (§2.3). We80

illustrate this flexibility via preliminary demonstrations of prompt intersection, the task of generating81

a completion that is simultaneously likely under multiple prompts (Figures 1 and 4).82

2.1 Mathematical Setting: Feynman-Kac Transformer Models83

Let V be the vocabulary of a Transformer model, and S = V∗ the set of multi-token strings. We84

assume V contains an end-of-sequence token EOS, and write F ⊆ S for the set of EOS-terminated85

strings. A Feynman-Kac Transformer model is a tuple (s0, {Mt}t≥1, {Gt}t≥1), where:86

• s0 ∈ S is an initial state, which we will often take to be the empty string ϵ.87

• Mt(st | st−1, fθ) is a Markov kernel (i.e., conditional probability distribution) from st−1 ∈ Fc to88

st ∈ S, parameterized by a Transformer network fθ : Fc → R|V| mapping non-EOS-terminated89

strings to vectors of logits.90

• Gt(st−1, st, fθ) is a potential function, mapping a pair (st−1, st) ∈ Fc × S to a real-valued91

non-negative score. It is also parameterized by a Transformer network fθ.92

Given a Transformer fθ, the Markov kernels Mt define a Markov chain M on the random variables93

St ∈ S (t ≥ 0), where S0 is deterministically s0, and the distribution of St given St−1 is Mt(· |94

st−1, fθ) if st−1 ∈ Fc, or δst−1 if st−1 ∈ F . That is, starting at s0, M continually modifies the95

string according to Mt until a string ending in EOS is reached, at which point it is never modified96

again. We write T for the stopping time of the chain, a random variable equal to the first time t that97

St ∈ F . We assume that Mt and fθ are such that T is finite with probability 1.98

Our goal is not to generate from the Markov chain M, but from a distribution P that reweights M by
the potential functions Gt. We first define the step-t filtering posteriors,

Pt(st) =
EM

[∏t∧T
i=1 Gi(Si−1, Si, fθ) · [St = st]

]
EM

[∏t∧T
i=1 Gi(Si−1, Si, fθ)

] .

Then, because T is almost surely finite, we can define the overall posterior P(s) = limt→∞ Pt(s).99

2.2 Examples100

To build intuition for the sorts of tasks that can be specified using Feynman-Kac Transformer models,101

we now develop several examples.102

Hard constraints. Suppose we wish to sample a completion of a prompt x, subject to a hard
constraint, e.g., that every generated word is shorter than 5 letters. We write CF ⊆ F for the set of
full strings satisfying the constraint, and C = {s | ∃s′.ss′ ∈ CF} for the set of all prefixes of strings
in CF . Our Markov kernel Mt just uses the Transformer fθ to append a single token at a time:

Mt(st | st−1, fθ) =
∑
wt∈V

softmax(fθ(xst−1))wt
· [st = st−1wt].
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Our potential functions then enforce that we have not yet violated the constraint:

Gt(st−1, st, fθ) = [st ∈ C] = 1C(st).

Writing P(fθ,x)(S) for the distribution over EOS-terminated strings given by standard temperature-1103

decoding from fθ with prompt x, we can see that the overall posterior P of our Feynman-Kac model104

is precisely P(s) = P(fθ,x)(S = s | S ∈ CF ).105

There are in fact multiple Feynman-Kac models (s0, {Mt}t≥1, {Gt}t≥1) that yield the same overall106

posterior P. For example, we could have set Mt to generate only tokens that do not violate the107

constraint, by token masking:108

M ′
t(st | st−1, fθ) =

∑
wt∈V

softmax(fθ(xst−1)⊙ [1C(st−1w)]w∈V)wt · [st = st−1wt].

Then we recover the same posterior P′ = P so long as we also change our potential functions to

G′
t(st−1, st, fθ) =

Mt(st | st−1, fθ)

M ′
t(st | st−1, fθ)

=
∑
w∈V

softmax(fθ(xst−1))w · 1C(st−1w).

The reader may wonder why we do not just set the potential G′
t(st−1, st, fθ) = 1, since the Markov109

kernels M ′
t now enforce the constraint, and G′

t (intuitively speaking) has nothing left to “check.”110

The issue is that the Markov kernels enforce the constraint greedily, sampling early tokens with111

no regard for whether they will make it more or less difficult to satisfy the constraint later. The112

potential functions G′
t penalize the string so far (st−1) based on how difficult it was to continue it113

by one token without violating the constraint. As such, they implement a form of “hindsight” and114

recover the global posterior P′(s) = P(s) = P(fθ,x)(S = s | S ∈ CF ).115

Although these two formulations specify the same task (generating from the posterior given the116

hard constraint), we will see in §3 that given bounded compute resources, our steering algorithm’s117

performance depends on which formulation is used. A general rule of thumb is that inference will be118

more efficient (i.e., require less compute to achieve accurate results) if each Mt and Gt are chosen to119

reduce the variance of the potential Gt(S
⋆
t−1, S

◦
t , fθ) for S⋆

t−1 ∼ Pt−1 and S◦
t ∼Mt(· | S⋆

t−1, fθ).120

Infilling. In the previous example, the kernels Mt and potentials Gt did not vary with their time121

index t; we now consider an example where they do. Consider the task of infilling a template122

with holes, such as “To tell the truth, every[BLANK] he[BLANK] to[BLANK] another[BLANK].”123

Let x0, . . . , xn be the known fragments, with xn ∈ F ; then our goal is to generate a string s =124

x0h1x1 . . . hnxn that “fills the blanks” between each of the known fragments xi with completions125

hi. We take s0 = x0, and choose the Markov kernels Mt, for time 1 ≤ t ≤ n, to append a126

geometrically distributed number of new sampled tokens, followed by the next known fragment xt:127

Mt(st | st−1, fθ) =
∑
ht∈S

2−|ht|−1

|ht|∏
i=1

softmax(fθ(st−1h
1:i−1
t ))hi

t
· [st = st−1htxt]

 .

The potential corrects for the length bias from the geometrically sampled number of tokens, and128

scores a proposed completion by how well it explains the fragment xt:129

Gt(st−1, st, fθ) =
∑
ht∈S

2|ht|+1

|xt|∏
i=1

softmax(fθ(st−1htx
1:i−1
t ))xi

t
· [st = st−1htxt]

 .

The resulting posterior P can be seen to be P(s) = P(fθ,ϵ)(S = s | ∃h1:n.S = x0h1x1 . . . hnxn). If130

we are looking for completions to be on the shorter side, we can remove the 2|ht|+1 correction term131

from the formula for Gt: no longer divided out, the geometric distribution in Mt would then behave132

as a prior on the lengths of the completions ht.133

Prompt intersection. As a final example, we look at how to encode the task of prompt intersec-134

tion, where the goal is to generate a completion s that is likely under multiple distinct prompts135

x0, . . . , xm. We take s0 = ϵ and set Mt to generate according to the first prompt x0:136
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class PromptIntersection(Model):
# Initialize
def __init__(self, prompts):

super().__init__()
self.s = ""
self.x = [self.new_context(p) 

for p in prompts]

# Generate
def step(self):

w = self.sample(self.transformer(self.x[0]))
for x in self.x[1:]:

self.observe(self.transformer(x), w)

if w == EOS:
self.finish()

else:
self.s += w

𝒔𝟎 = 𝝐

𝑀" 𝑠" 𝑠"#$, 𝑓% =
∑ 𝐬𝐨𝐟𝐭𝐦𝐚𝐱 𝒇𝜽 𝒙𝟎𝒔𝒕#𝟏 𝒘 									 ⋅*∈𝒱 	[𝒔𝒕 = 𝒔𝒕#𝟏𝒘]

𝐺"(𝑠"#$, 𝑠" , 𝑓%) =
∑ ∏ 𝐬𝐨𝐟𝐭𝐦𝐚𝐱 𝒇𝜽 𝒙𝒊𝒔𝒕#𝟏 𝒘

𝒎
𝒊/𝟏 ⋅*∈𝒱 	[𝒔𝒕 = 𝒔𝒕#𝟏𝒘]

Feynman-Kac Transformer ModelProbabilistic Program

Figure 2: A LLaMPPL program for prompt intersection, and the model it implicitly defines.

Mt(st | st−1, fθ) =
∑
wt∈V

softmax(fθ(x0st−1))wt · [st = st−1wt].

The potential then scores by the remaining prompts:137

Gt(st−1, st, fθ) =
∑
wt∈V

m∏
i=1

softmax(fθ(xist−1))wt · [st = st−1wt].

This defines a product-of-experts posterior, with P(s) ∝
∏m

i=0 P(fθ,xi)(S = s). As in the hard138

constraints example above, this is not the only Feynman-Kac model yielding this product-of-experts139

posterior. Just as we previously changed Mt to intelligently (but greedily) sample tokens based on a140

constraint, here we can change Mt to intelligently select tokens based on every prompt at once:141

M ′
t(st | st−1, fθ) =

∑
wt∈V

∏m
i=0 softmax(fθ(xist−1))wt∑

w∈V
∏m

i=0 softmax(fθ(xist−1))w
· [st = st−1wt]

However, just as in the hard constraints example, we also need to change the potentials, to preserve142

the global product-of-experts posterior (and avoid greedily sampling into dead ends):143

G′
t(st−1, st, fθ) =

(∑
wt∈V

[st = st−1wt]

)
·

(∑
w∈V

m∏
i=0

softmax(fθ(xist−1))w

)
.

2.3 Language Model Probabilistic Programming144

To make SMC steering more accessible and automated, we have implemented a Python probabilis-145

tic programming library, LLaMPPL, for building language model probabilistic programs backed by146

Meta’s LLaMA family of models [Touvron et al., 2023]. We now briefly describe the library, and147

define the Feynman-Kac Transformer model associated to a LLaMPPL program.148

A LLaMPPL program is a Python subclass of our Model class. The key method implemented by a149

LLaMPPL program is step, which performs an update on a string-valued instance variable self.s,150

and has access to the following special methods:151

• self.sample(dist[, proposal]): generate a sample v from the distribution dist. If provided, gen-152

erate from proposal instead, but incorporate the importance weight dist(v)
proposal(v) into the potential.153

• self.condition(bool): constrain a Boolean expression to be true.154

• self.observe(dist, val): equivalent to running v = sample(dist, dirac(val)), and immediately155

conditioning on the expression v = val.156
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The Fed says it will hi ke rates three times this year — but one bank anal
next year , but don ’ t count

that might not be
few are bet

more than it had hint in March
start to shr r k

that it is an ’ is ol ... ” The
” case in the

the banks are not l lo

Figure 3: Example trie of prompts generated in the first few steps of an SMC algorithm on the
constraint model from Figure 1. Our system maintains such a trie and at each node, caches next-
token logits and layerwise key/value vectors for the token-in-context.

• self.transformer(context): a distribution over next tokens, to pass to sample or observe.157

• self.finish(): terminate self.s with EOS.158

The user’s subclass implicitly defines a Feynman-Kac transformer model (s0, {Mt}t≥1, {Gt}t≥1).159

The initial state s0 is the value of self.s for a newly constructed instance of the class. (A user can160

customize s0 by overriding the init method.) We then consider the Markov chain induced on S161

by repeatedly applying the step method, with St the value of self.s after t applications. In partic-162

ular, the Markov kernels Mt are the transitions induced by calling step, ignoring condition and163

observe statements, and generating from proposal at each sample statement (when it is provided,164

or dist when it isn’t).1 The potential Gt for the transition is the product of: (1) for each encountered165

sample statement, the importance weight dist(v)
proposal(v) (or 1 if proposal is not supplied); (2) for each166

encountered observe statement, dist(val); and (3) for each encountered condition statement, 1 if167

the Boolean is true and 0 if it is not.2168

3 Sequential Monte Carlo Steering169

Probabilistic programs specify posterior inference tasks, but to generate posterior samples, we re-170

quire an inference algorithm. Our proposal is to use a variant of sequential Monte Carlo (SMC)171

specialized to our setting (Algorithm 1). SMC maintains a collection of weighted particles, which172

in our case store realizations of the state variables St of a Feynman-Kac Transformer model. The173

algorithm alternates between extending the particles using the Markov kernels Mt, reweighting them174

using the potential functions Gt, and resampling to clone promising particles and cull low-likelihood175

ones. We highlight the key differences between Algorithm 1 and standard SMC implementations:176

• Shared Transformer cache. Running LLMs is expensive, and naive implementations of SMC177

may end up calling a language model repeatedly on slightly different prompts, performing the178

same work (i.e., processing the same tokens in the same order) many times. For example, Figure 3179

shows a collection of prompts generated in the first few steps of SMC, applied to the constraints180

model from Figure 1. Because particles are frequently extended, cloned, and culled, these prompts181

often have substantial prefixes in common.182

To avoid duplicated work, both across time steps and across particles, Algorithm 1 instantiates183

a shared CachedTransformer which handles all LLM queries, and maintains a trie of tokens184

(as in Figure 3) as a cache layer to mediate requests from Mt and Gt to the Transformer model185

itself. When asked to produce next-token logits for a given prompt, it first traverses the token186

trie, and if the exact same prompt has been previously requested, returns cached next-token logits.187

Otherwise, it runs the Transformer model on any new prompt tokens only. This is possible be-188

cause the key and value vectors of every token in the trie, for every layer of the Transformer, are189

also cached, and in autoregressive models, these neural activations cannot change as a sequence190

grows. We note that caching these activations is a common Transformer optimization (called “KV191

1In all our examples, the distribution of St depends only on the value of St−1 and the time step t itself, so
Mt is well-defined. LLaMPPL does support programs that maintain and depend on other state, which could be
formalized as Feynman-Kac models on extended state spaces.

2In all our examples, this product is uniquely determined by t, st−1, and st, so Gt is well-defined. But as
in the previous footnote, LLaMPL does support the more general case, which could be formalized by extending
the state space of the Feynman-Kac model.
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Algorithm 1 Sequential Monte Carlo Transformer Steering
1: Input: N (# particles), K (factor), Feynman-Kac Transformer model (s0, {Mt}t≥1, {Gt}t≥1)
2: Output: Weighted particle approximation (xi, wi)i=1,...,N of the posterior P
3: Output: Unbiased estimate Ẑ of the partition function Z = EM[

∏T
t=1 Gt(st−1, st, fθ)]

4: Initialize fθ ← CachedTransformer()
5: Initialize (xi, wi)← (s0, 1) for i = 1, . . . , N
6: Initialize t← 1
7: while xi ̸∈ F for some i ∈ {1, . . . , N} do
8: Set Ki ← K(1− 1F (xi)) + 1F (xi) for i = 1, . . . , N

9: Set N ′ ←
∑N

i=1 Ki

10: for i ∈ {1, . . . , N} do
11: if xi ∈ F then
12: Set (x(i,1), w(i,1))← (xi, wi · N

′

N )
13: else
14: Generate x(i,k) ∼Mt(· | xi, fθ) for k = 1, . . . ,K

15: Set w(i,k) ← N ′

KN · wi ·Gt(xi, x(i,k), fθ) for k = 1, . . . ,K
16: end if
17: end for
18: Set normalized weights ŵ(i,k) ←

w(i,k)∑N
j=1

∑Kj
l=1 w(j,l)

for i = 1, . . . , N and k = 1, . . . ,Ki

19: Set c∗ ← inf{c ∈ R>0 |
∑N

i=1

∑Ki

k=1(1 ∧ cŵ(i,k)) > N}
20: Set (Idet, Istoch, Istrat)← ({(i, k) | c∗ŵ(i,k) ≥ 1}, {(i, k) | c∗ŵ(i,k) < 1}, {})
21: Set α←

∑
i∈Istoch

ŵi

N−|Idet| and generate U ∼ Uniform([0, α])

22: for i ∈ Istoch do
23: Set U ← U − ŵi

24: if U < 0 then
25: Set Istrat ← Istrat ∪ {i}
26: Set U ← U + α
27: end if
28: end for
29: Set particles (xi, wi)i=1,...,|Idet| ← {(xj , wj · N

N ′ ) | j ∈ Idet}
30: Set particles (xi, wi)i=|Idet|+1,...,N ← {(xj ,

N
c∗N ′

∑N
l=1

∑Kl

k=1 w(l,k)) | j ∈ Istrat}
31: end while
32:
33: return

(
(xi, wi)i=1,...,N , Ẑ = 1

N

∑N
i=1 wi

)

caching”) in single-particle settings, e.g. to enable conversational interfaces without re-evaluating192

the entire conversation history with each new message. But we have found that extending it to193

the multi-particle setting makes inference in language model probabilistic programs significantly194

cheaper, compared to previous approaches to integrating Transformer models into probabilistic195

programs [Lew et al., 2020, Dohan et al., 2022, Zhi-Xuan, 2022].196

• Without-replacement resampling. Standard sequential Monte Carlo implementations maintain197

a fixed number of particles throughout their execution, and use randomized resampling strategies198

to clone some particles and cull others. Because of this, it is common for the same state St = st to199

be represented multiple times within a particle collection. To maintain better particle diversity, we200

instead apply a resampling strategy that more closely resembles beam search, while maintaining201

the unbiasedness and posterior consistency properties we expect of SMC. At each step, any active202

particles (i.e., those not already terminated by EOS) are cloned K times, and each clone is indepen-203

dently extended using Mt. This larger collection of particles is then down-sampled back to size N ,204

using a without-replacement down-sampling algorithm to ensure uniqueness of the N resampled205

particles. The down-sampling algorithm is close to that of Fearnhead and Clifford [2003], except206

that (1) we update the weights slightly differently to ensure they remain unbiased estimates of the207

partition function Z, and (2) we include new weight corrections to account for the fact that in our208

setting, some particles are stopped and thus not cloned during the expansion step.209
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Prompts:
“My favorite writer is probably”
“My favorite physicist is probably”

Sample completions:

“ Ray Bradbury.”

“ Richard Feynman.”

“ most excited by his draft.”
“ Margaret Atwood.”

“ Neil deGrasse Tyson.”
“ whoever I'm reading at the moment.”

Figure 4: Results of SMC steering on the prompt intersection task from §2.2, modified to emit
EOS after one sentence. Left: We plot mean values of log Ẑ across 10 runs of SMC steering,
with varying numbers of particles N , fixed expansion factor K = 3, and the two Feynman-Kac
models for prompt intersection given in §2.2. In the first model, the Markov kernel Mt proposes
tokens according to only the first prompt (“My favorite writer is probably”), and the potential Gt

conditions on agreement from the second prompt. In the second model, the Markov kernel Mt

samples a locally optimal proposal distribution based on logits from both prompts, and Gt serves as
an importance weight. Right: Higher E[log Ẑ] corresponds to qualitatively better samples. Indeed,
by Jensen’s inequality, E[log Ẑ] is a lower bound on logZ, and the gap is itself an upper bound on
the KL divergence between SMC steering’s sampling distribution and the true posterior P.

Accuracy. Under mild assumptions, SMC is consistent in the sense that as the number of particles210

grows, the marginal distribution over returned particles approaches the true posterior. It is also unbi-211

ased in that up to a normalizing constant, the expected value of the weighted average 1
N

∑
wif(xi)212

is the posterior expectation of f , for any measurable f . However, the variance of these estimates,213

and the accuracy of posterior sampling, depend on the Feynman-Kac model. Figure 4 illustrates this214

phenomenon in the prompt intersection task from §2.2. Recall that we formulated two Feynman-Kac215

models for this task, which targeted the same posterior P but made distinct choices of Mt and Gt.216

One way of understanding their differences is that they encode different proposal distributions for217

the task: the first model proposes according to a single prompt, whereas the second model proposes218

based on logits from all the prompts. As Figure 4 shows, the second outperforms the first.219

A general design principle is that the proposal (i.e., the distribution from which Mt samples) should220

be as close to the posterior as possible. Nearly any heuristics for solving the generation task can be221

incorporated into the proposal, so long as the potentials Gt are appropriately modified to perform222

the proper importance weighting. One approach to developing better proposals for challenging gen-223

eration tasks could be to propose tokens from an LLM with an auxiliary prompt that describes the224

task in natural language (where the prompt itself could be automatically generated via inference,225

as in Zhi-Xuan [2022] and Zhou et al. [2023]); then SMC steering would be responsible only for226

correcting mistakes made by the prompted proposal, rather than solving the task from scratch. An-227

other approach could be to use “chain-of-thought” proposals, i.e., LLMs prompted to perform some228

reasoning before proposing tokens to solve the task [Wei et al., 2022]. Because the marginal proba-229

bility of proposing a token would not be tractable for such a proposal, the potentials Gt would not be230

able to incorporate exact importance weights, and would instead need to approximate them unbias-231

edly. Future versions of LLaMPPL could incorporate recently introduced probabilistic programming232

techniques for automating this unbiased proposal density estimation [Lew et al., 2022, 2023].233

4 Related Work and Discussion234

Probabilistic programming with language models. To our knowledge, the idea of integrating235

language models as primitives into a probabilistic programming system was first proposed by Lew236

et al. [2020], who showed that in certain verbal reasoning tasks, the posteriors of such programs237

were better models of human behavior than unconstrained language models. More recently, Dohan238
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et al. [2022] proposed unifying various approaches to “chaining” LLMs by understanding them as239

graphical models or probabilistic programs with string-valued random variables. But in the “chain-240

of-thought”-style applications they explore, there are typically no unknown variables with non-trivial241

likelihood terms, so no inference algorithm is required—“forward” or “ancestral” sampling suffices.242

Our examples, by contrast, induce non-trivial posteriors that require more powerful inference algo-243

rithms to sample. Zhi-Xuan [2022]’s GenGPT3.jl library integrates OpenAI’s GPT-3 models into244

the Gen.jl probabilistic programming system [Cusumano-Towner et al., 2019], and includes exam-245

ples of using Gen.jl’s posterior inference machinery to perform structured infilling (e.g., inferring246

which of a set of questions was likely to lead an observed answer, similar to automatic prompt engi-247

neering Zhou et al. [2023]) and constrained semantic parsing. However, the sequential Monte Carlo248

algorithms we describe here would be difficult to implement efficiently using GenGPT3.jl. One249

challenge is that the OpenAI API is stateless, and so “one-token-at-a-time” generation and condi-250

tioning would require prohibitively many calls (each with growing numbers of context tokens).251

Steering language models with programs. Beurer-Kellner et al. [2022] recently coined the term252

language model programming, to refer to the use of specialized programming languages to guide the253

behavior of LLMs. Several such programming languages have since been introduced, including their254

SQL-inspired language model query language (LMQL), Microsoft and Lundberg [2023]’s Guidance255

language, and Normal Computing and Louf [2023]’s Outlines language. All three of these provide256

high-level DSLs that make chaining multiple calls to LLMs more ergonomic, and Outlines and257

LMQL also expose some features for generation subject to hard constraints. However, they do not258

support sampling the posterior given these constraints, only beam search (in the case of LMQL) and259

greedy decoding, using token masking to enforce the constraints. Furthermore, the constraint DSLs260

supported by these languages are limited, and cannot, for example, encode our prompt intersection261

task. That said, they support many features that would be useful to include in future versions of262

LLaMPPL (or higher-level DSLs built on it): a unified frontend to a variety of Transformer backends,263

automated computation of token masks for enforcing common constraints, and high-level syntax for264

chaining prompts together that does not require explicit token-by-token processing logic.265

Controlled generation and probabilistic inference in language models. Many recent papers have266

proposed methods for more controlled text generation from language models, either through the lens267

of optimization [Kumar et al., 2021] or probabilistic inference [Kumar et al., 2022]. Approaches ap-268

plied during fine-tuning include direct preference optimization [Rafailov et al., 2023], reinforcement269

learning from human feedback [Ouyang et al., 2022], and generation with distributional control270

[Khalifa et al., 2021], all of which can be viewed as forms of variational Bayesian inference due271

to their use of KL-divergence penalties [Korbak et al., 2022]. Finetuning methods have the benefit272

of avoiding increased runtime during decoding, but they typically cannot handle hard constraints,273

motivating the use of controlled generation at decoding time.274

Among decoding-time approaches, many are focused on optimization, either through beam search275

[Meister et al., 2020] and heuristic search [Lu et al., 2021, Zhang et al., 2023b], or through gradient-276

based optimization in embedding space [Dathathri et al., 2019, Kumar et al., 2021]. Other ap-277

proaches focus on sampling from a constrained or modified distribution [Zhang et al., 2023a], in-278

cluding naive rejection sampling [Poesia et al., 2022], but also more sophisticated Markov Chain279

Monte Carlo (MCMC) samplers [Miao et al., 2019, Hie et al., 2022] that make use of specialized280

proposal distributions [Zhang et al., 2020] or the gradients of continuous embeddings [Qin et al.,281

2022, Kumar et al., 2022]. However, a downside of MCMC methods is that they require potentially282

many iterations before producing a sample from the desired distribution, limiting their speed and283

usefulness. In contrast, SMC steering maintains the autoregressive nature of both regular decoding284

and beam search while still allowing constraints to be applied. As such, our method achieves the285

same overhead as beam search, while continuing to sample from the desired distribution instead of286

optimizing. This enables SMC steering to generate a diversity of constrained completions without287

the need for additional machinery [Vijayakumar et al., 2016].288

Researchers have also proposed using the posterior distributions of probabilistic generative models289

defined in part using Transformers for tasks beyond constrained generation, e.g. semantic segmen-290

tation and household navigation, where the general world knowledge learned by the LLM is used291

to inform priors [Li et al., 2023]. Probabilistic programming tools like LLaMPPL, which support292

building models that use LLMs and performing efficient inference in them, could help make such293

approaches more accessible and scalable.294
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